Case Study

Rotmans created a superior
customer experience switching
to the NetSuite cloud platform
Company
Rotmans Furniture

Number of Users
150

Location
Worcester MA

Implementation Partner
Centium Consulting

Industry
Retail Furniture

NetSuite Products Implemented
NetSuite OneWorld
CRM
Order Management
Case Management

Applications Replaced
GERS Retail Systems
Other Solutions Considered
STORIS
Myriad
PROFITsystems

"We could create better business processes all on one platform using NetSuite
in a matter of a few months" - VP Finance
Challenges
• A 25-year-old software system that had limited
ability to upgrade and was cost prohibitive to
maintain
• A difficult POS system that was rigid and did not
have the ability to provide more visibility to the
user base

• Managing general accounting processes was
cumbersome and antiquated and made reporting
and analysis difficult

Customer Successes

• NetSuite Cloud instantly helped to bridge the
gap between employees, devices, and locations
• User role management and custom dashboards
increased user efficiencies by 25%
• NetSuite’s case management decreased open
cases by more than 20%
• Images, documents and customer
communication stored in NetSuite within each
transaction type improved efficiency and
provided data to all departments

• Virtually no business intelligence abilities when
comparing sales across products, vendors or
collections
• Customer relationship management was less
about the customer and more about putting
customer problems and issues into preconceived
buckets from 25 years ago when the system was
designed

• Vendor return automation and processes
maximized the ability to get more credits
from vendors

• Legacy Vendor Return process that no longer
worked for the vendors and was costing the
company thousands of dollars every month in
unclaimed returns

• Automated purchasing with reorder points
and preferred stock levels saved time and
enabled stocking of only the necessary
inventory

• Customized picking labels reduced errors
and increased efficiencies in the warehouse

About Centium Consulting

Centium Consulting is a dynamic consulting company that provides business information systems solutions, business intelligence solutions, and
application support to customers in diverse industries. Committed to delivering high value, we work closely with our clients as strategic partners in
order to develop and realize technology driven business initiatives.

About NetSuite

In 1998, NetSuite pioneered the Cloud Computing revolution, establishing the world’s first company dedicated to delivering business applications
over the Internet. Today, NetSuite provides a suite of cloud-based financials / Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and omnichannel commerce
software that runs the business of more than 30,000 companies, organizations, and subsidiaries in more than 100 countries.
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